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On  April  5,  2018,  Mayor  Steve  Schewel  introduced  a  statement  to  Durham  City  Council
regarding police exchanges with Israeli  police or  military forces.1 The statement  “affirms as
policy that  the Durham Police Department  will  not  engage in such exchanges”  and that  the
Council “opposes international exchanges with any country in which Durham officers receive
military-style training.” Furthermore, the statement recognizes the need for demilitarization of
police  in  our  city.  During  this  meeting  each  Council  member  voiced  their  support  for  this
statement and the accompanying policy barring any future police exchanges with Israel or other
foreign countries.  The Demilitarize from Durham 2 Palestine Coalition supports Durham
City Council’s adoption of this policy.  

The  need  for  this  new  policy  was  prompted  by  a  number  of  factors:  the  mistreatment  of
Palestinians and Black Israelis by Israeli forces; the mistreatment of people of color in the United
States  by police  forces  here;  and  the widespread participation  in  these exchanges  by police
departments around the country, including in Durham. 

Police departments across the United States have taken the opportunity to  receive “intensive
counter-terrorism  training”  by  “experts”  from  the  Israeli  Defense  Forces  (IDF),  Israeli
intelligence  and  security  services,  and  Israeli  Police.  For  instance,  Durham  was  listed  last
September as a participant in a one-week “National Counter-Terrorism Seminar” held by the
Anti  -  Defamation     League (ADL).2 Trainings in Israel are advertised proudly on the résumés of
both the former3 and current4 Chiefs of Police. The clear purpose of these trainings, as evidenced
by descriptions in materials from the ADL and other organizations facilitating such exchanges, is
the study of “counter-terrorism tactics.”5,6,7 Despite recent assurances that Chief Davis’ specific
visits “had nothing to do with terrorism tactics,”8 her previous department in Atlanta has boasted
that their program was one in which “officers learn tactics on preventing acts of terror.”9 

We must ask,  then,  what “tactics” Israeli  forces employ in order to “prevent terror.” Human
Rights Watch has noted that the outcome of policing by Israel in occupied Palestinian territories
has  not  been  to  improve  the  well-being of,  or  to  promote  the  public  safety of,  the  policed
community, but to maintain a racially segregated society in which one group is made inferior via
the denial of rights and dignity.10 Groups including the United Nations, Human Rights Watch,
Amnesty International, Israel’s B’Tselem, and former Israeli soldiers providing testimony have
cited the Israeli police and military forces for a long list of abusive tactics. One tactic is  over-
surveillance of the public, often based on racial profiling and regardless of innocence.11 Another
tactic is the disproportionate response to non-violent or non-threatening protests.12 Yet another is
the use of   arbitrary and sustained detentions     without due process.13,14 There is, of course, the
violence and other ill-treatment used against   both African Israelis  and Palestinians,   including
children, detained inside Israel and in the occupied Palestinian territories.15,16 And finally, there is



the  de-facto  shoot-to-kill  policy when  dealing  with  Palestinians  suspected  of  terrorism,
regardless of whether or not they pose an immediate threat.17,18 

This is not to say that policing in America has somehow been less abusive than in Israel. On the
contrary, the legacy of violent and racist policing meant to benefit the well-off stretches back
much further in our country. This legacy is both historic and ongoing. We do not wish for anyone
in America to suffer  at  the hands of  Israeli-style  policing— just  as we do not  wish for  the
Palestinians  or  anyone in  Israel  to  become victim to  the  “tactics”  provided  by  U.S. police.
American police departments that have participated in Israeli police and military trainings share
the negative qualities seen in Israeli policing. The infamous “Demographics Unit” of the  New
York Police Department  19 mirrored the  discriminatory over-surveillance of Muslims  20 seen in
Israel.  The  tactics  used  by the  St.  Louis  city  and  county  police  forces  21 in  Ferguson,  MO,
prompted Palestinians to offer advice on minimizing the harmful effects of tear gas to protesters
there.22 The variety of abuses  23 seen from the  Baltimore Police Department  24 have  made them
synonymous,  in  the  Israeli  press,25 with  police  brutality.  And under former Chief  Lopez  the
Durham Police Department, like police in Israel, used tear gas as a method of controlling local
protesters.26 Despite recent overall declines in traffic stops due in part to recommendations made
by Durham FADE (Fostering Alternative Drug Enforcement),  2016 data nonetheless revealed
that once a motorist was stopped by the Durham police, searches were more likely to occur in
vehicles  with Black or  Hispanic  drivers.  In  fact,  Blacks were victim to over  80% of  traffic
searches yielding no contraband while comprising only 40% of the population.27 The Council
confirmed in last week’s statement that “black motorists are still more likely to be stopped than
white motorists.” 

The City Council’s new policy addresses two connected injustices: the militarization of police in
Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories,  and the militarization of police in the United
States. Our coalition’s support is founded on the recognition that those injustices are linked—
both  methodically,  in  their  tactics,  and  materially,  in  the  monetary support  militarizing both
states’ forces. The statement sets as a goal “a time when we are beyond policing” and when
safety and security are provided in other forms. Members of our coalition intend to hold the
Council  to  this  goal.  We are  here  to  support  an encompassing vision  for  public  safety that
abandons  violence  and  militarization.  We  will  promote  other  markers  of  wellness,  such  as
providing our  people  with  affordable  healthcare,  equitable  housing,  meaningful  education,  a
living wage,  and other  resources.  We will  resist  unjust  sentencing and bail  policies  and  jail
conditions.  We  will  oppose  the  historical  and  ongoing  marginalization  of  Black,  poor,
undocumented,  Muslim,  LGBTQ,  and  other  communities.  We  will  demand  equitable  and
dignified treatment for every resident in our city. And we will demand it for all people, from
Durham to Palestine.  
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has been systematically neglected and discriminated against, have been facing off against an alarmingly 
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police massed in riot gear, with tear gas masks on their hips and billy clubs in hand, even before Huerta 
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27  http://www.heraldsun.com/news/local/counties/durham-county/article149576884.html (May 10, 2017 - N&O 
article on Durham Police Department data from 2010-16 showing persistant disparities between black and white 
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